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Happy Valentine's Day!
Make sure to give someone you love something special this month: the most precious thing you have –
your time. Is it February already??? Time flies when you're (insert your own life experience here)!
We've got more fun stuff for you this month so ENJOY!

What’s New

Our "QUILTING THE PATCHWORK SCHOOLHOUSE WAY" series is about to be
released!!! The full set of 12 DVDs with all the extra goodies will be a smash hit - Better
order yours before those cute little tins are all gone!
Joanne is diligently plugging away at designing & stitching designs up for the companion
book for the DVDs. It seems that sleep is no longer attainable as she is beginning to
enter into that blissful state of pre-menopause. It is always a joy to experience your own
personal Chinook. For those of you who don't live near the Rockies – that is the hot
wind that blows in every once in awhile to melt all the snow & flood out your house…
Patchwork Schoolhouse is thrilled to announce that Joanne has been selected as the
Featured Teacher (or is that Creature??) for this year's Festival of Quilts in Calgary
Alberta. She has designed a special quilt called Flowers for Jana to share & to celebrate
the grand reopening of the Park. For more details check out
www.heritagepark.ca/specialevents.htm

The blog, http://www.patchworkschoolhouse.com/blog – is getting some interesting
comments. Add your opinion of your dream class machine. Maybe, just maybe we can
have our machine & use it too!!
Have you sent your jpegs of your finished quilts from any of Joanne's patterns or
workshops in yet? The Student Gallery needs your input to make it worth a browse – it'll
be like a quilt show without having to get sore feet!
Remember to contact any of the tool manufacturers you see on any of the DVDs to let
them know if you have purchased their product because of the series. We produced the
DVDs without any sponsorship from anyone (keeping us as unbiased – pardon the pun –
as possible!). Because of what you've learned in the DVDs it would be great to let them
know that their products are being used with confidence! While we are on that subject,
the most frequently asked question I get is where to find the Creative Hearts Seam
Guide. Unfortunately, it is no longer available but Patchwork Schoolhouse is trying to
find a way to produce our own – stay tuned. In the meantime, I have found (thanks to a
sharp-eyed student!) another option that is very accurate. The Perfect Piecing Seam
Guide by Perkins Dry Goods is an accurate scant ¼" guide (but that's it – no other
measurements…) Check it out at www.PerkinsDryGoods.com .
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Get the entire "QUILTING THE PATCHWORK SCHOOLHOUSE WAY" series
– 7 workshops & 12 DVDs in total –
along with a special tin, a free pattern & collector's pin – all at an introductory price of
$199.95! If purchased separately, you'd pay $216.65 + $18.00 worth of free goodies.
That's a savings of $35.00 plus some really cool free stuff!!
Pre-order now, orders will start shipping mid March

We will begin a renovation of our good 'ol house this spring & I get to redesign the 'Quilting
Crypt'. (I can't wait for a room that doesn't feel like a fridge if the fire isn't continually fed!) I
am therefore thinking of ways to reorganize & pare down THE STASH & all the UFOs that
have gotten completely out of control. Hopefully, I'll have a number of insights to share
with you in the next year. This month's tip has to do with light & how wonderful it is but at
the same time how destructive it can be to our fabrics & quilts! Direct sun, incandescent,
florescent, halogen or any other light source can be a disaster you don't want to deal with.
I love to able to see all of my beautiful fabrics arranged in their 13" folded piles – by colour
& value of course… They are my palette, an inspiration even if I never get around to using
them in a quilt. Right now, they are protected because they are in a room without direct
sunlight. That's about to change, so here are a few suggestions to try:
"
Store the stash on a shelf behind glass doors. The only sure way to still be able to see the
fabrics & eliminate fading is to use conservation glass.
"
Light filters or bulbs that filter those nasty ultraviolet rays are a must for any serious fabric
collector. There is a ton of info out there about different light sources. Time to go surfing!
"
If neither of these work for you, store your fabrics behind a curtain, doors or in any type of
unit that will fully protect them – the downside is not being able to see them at a glance
when inspiration strikes!

How did you enjoy last month's block – pretty easy, eh?? This month is
also a beginner block but with your imagination, you can make it as
simple or complicated as you choose. The method utilized is
demonstrated in the FUN WITH FLYING GEESE DVD. If you need to
control the direction of the print in Fabric D use same techniques
used last month instead (also featured in the DVD).
Don't forget to vary the scale & value of colours of prints for Fabric D
to get the best results for your blocks.
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SEEING STARS! - Evening Star
Block finishes @ 6" – make 9 blocks
The Evening Star block (also known as Simple Star) is put together easily if pieced as a nine
patch. If you choose to add some additional piecing in the center of the block, the names
change as much as the look of it does! Directions are given for one block only.
CUTTING
Fabric C: 1 - 4½" square & 4 - 2" X 2" squares
Fabric D: 1 - 6" square

1 - 3½" X 3½" square (this may be additionally pieced – it's up to you!)
PIECING METHOD
Make 1½" X 3" finished Flying Geese Units
"
Align Fabric C 4½" square & Fabric D 6" square right sides together (making sure
that the grain lines match on all outside edges) with the larger of the squares on the
bottom & the smaller square centered inside.
"
Mark a diagonal line through the middle of the squares (you will immediately know if
the squares are centered) or draw the lines using a QUICK QUARTER tool & pin to keep
them from shifting.
"
Stitch using a ¼" seam on either side of the drawn line using a ¼" foot or
QUICK QUARTER lines.
"
Press to set seam then cut apart on the marked line (corner to corner) & press to the larger
triangle (Fabric D).
"
Align both pieces right sides together, alternating fabrics & aligning outside edges
(things will look a bit strange here as the seam last sewn does not line up).
"
Draw another diagonal line through the middle of the squares, crossing the seam OR
use the QUICK QUARTER tool & pin to keep from shifting.
"
Stitch using a ¼" seam on either side of the drawn line or QUICK QUARTER lines.
"
Press to set seam.
"
Cut apart on the line, clip in the center of the seam so that when pressed to the larger
triangle (Fabric C), both seams will lay flat & in the proper direction.
"
Trim to the required size (remember to add the seam allowance!) using the bias line on the
6½" square & making sure that there is a ¼" seam allowance at the top of the peak of the
larger triangle or the FLYING GEESE ruler by Quilt In A Day. This unit is 1½" X 3" finished
so it should trim to 2" x 3½".
Complete the Block
"
Layout the block rows as per diagram & stitch, pinning to match points if necessary
& sew through the "X"..
"
Set seams then press seams open (this will make it easier to see the "X" later when
putting all blocks together). Block should measure 6½" unfinished.
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EVENING STAR
MAKE
4 - Flying Geese Units

CUT
1 - Fabric D

ROW 1
CUT
4 - Fabric C
ROW 2

ROW 3

For your quiting pleasure. Check back often as we will be adding a new
pattern in the next month & through out the year.

Get All Your Geese In A Row

Bright Baskets
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Of all the different kinds of love there is, one of the most precious has to be Friendship!
February is usually set aside for lovers but let's not forget those who are our cherished
friends. On that note, I have the great pleasure of introducing you to my dear friend
Deborah Lawton. She is the genius behind Art Branch Studio – a graphic arts whiz, a
costume designer extraordinaire, a beloved teacher, a passionate sculptor, a devoted wife
& mother, a supportive daughter & sibling, a fabulous friend & of course, she likes wine
& fabric! What more could you ask for???
Deb & I have known each other for
more years than we care to admit. She
has been a Godsend when I began the
whole DVD & pattern phase of
Patchwork Schoolhouse. It is her graphic
art expertise you see in those products
& she has been an enthusiastic &
energetic partner with me in getting our
DVDs & patterns to you. We hope you
will find our efforts worth your time &
expense as we have truly strived to bring you the best we possibly can! Thanks Deb,
you're a true blessing!
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